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Support for Community Sport 
 

DJG Flett (individual) 
 
Athletics is the Core Sport - for children of all shapes and sizes. It contains 
the basic ingredients needed in most other sports - strength, speed, power, 
agility, coordination, suppleness, fitness, stamina, technique, conditioning, 
competition, teamwork and training discipline. This simple fact is unknown to 
those who have not been a part of athletics - it is the gateway to better 
performance in other sport as well as being a global sport itself. 
  
Athletics is key to a Scottish Sports Strategy. It needs cooperation from 
schools and connectivity with grass roots athletics. 
  
My overview during these four years has revealed certain sport-averse 
conditions - 
  
1. Multiple portfolios in central and local government. Culture first, Leisure 
second and Sport a distant third in Edinburgh. The Scottish Government was 
the same until Shona Robison's appointment - but she inherited a very poor 
legacy. Westminster has a multiple portfolio but is making an effort for the 
Olympics. 
  
2. No Champions of Sport. In both Holyrood and Edinburgh Council there 
are no members who champion Sport. I could not see any in your committee 
with experience in sport beyond a leisure activity with one or two. 
Perhaps you can advise me otherwise. 
  
3. Facilities, Facilities, Facilities. This is sports version of the 
property byword of location, location, location. Where athletics is concerned 
that MUST include indoor training facilities as in every Scandinavian city and 
most Canadian High Schools! Our lack of facilities is the single biggest 
problem in Scotland. The entire city of Edinburgh has two all-weather running 
tracks - beaten by those Canadian High Schools again!  I also need to 
mention the conversation I had with Chris Black at the back training area of 
Meadowbank Stadium. Chris is the only Scot to reach an Olympic field events 
final in modern times. Chris pointed to the training hammer circle and an deep 
indentation in the obviously very old surface, saying that it was the hole 
caused by his heel in the 1980s... and that was 2009. The adjoining javelin 
run-up was rippled and positively dangerous. It does need repeating - 
Facilities, Facilities, Facilities. 
  
4. A Strategy for Sport at both ends. Community sport, grass roots clubs 
and coaches and facilities need support and enhancement. But at the other 
end, we need a modern National Sports Stadium that can accommodate elite 
athletics. The children and student athletes need to see the stars performing. 
That excites and envisions them enough to commit to the hard work and 
discipline - even for club athletes. We need our version of the Millennium 
Stadium - but for athletics. I have thoughts and research into that subject if 
you or your committee would like to hear more. 
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Without experience and a knowledge-based, national strategy I fear that your 
committee's information gathering will have limited application. 
  
Touring the country will reveal that the coaches and enthusiasts in local sport 
are the bedrock from which clubs thrive and sport is enjoyed. But they are 
usually narrow-focused upon their particular sport and the local setting. 
You need a national strategy and I suggest that athletics is its key.  
  
Like any questionnaire, these questions identify the thinking and the agenda 
of the task group or inquiry group behind them. 
  
They lack the strategic perspective that I recommend in my earlier email. 
They ask a question on preventative health that may be understood by your 
committee with its dual roles, but the sports coach or volunteer is unlikely to 
be able the answer. (Q4) The same question asks for a quantification? Again, 
few will appreciate the width of social, community and health benefits, far less 
be able to quantify them. It seems, to my professional but non civil-servant 
mind, a ridiculous question unless you only ask academics in those fields. 
  
Q5  What is a Community Hub? I know, but I also know they vary in provision 
and design and usage.  
  
Q6  You are asking questions related to cost. Community sports key question 
is availability, first of key coaches and 'multipliers' to use business 
terminology, second are sports participants, third are helpers and friends, 
fourth is facilities. People make things happen, not money. The opposite is the 
engrained thinking of government and governance, but its wrong. 
  
The questions, I understand, are only to be found on your website and by 
those who have time and facility to access, read, digest and answer a wide 
range of questions, some of which they cannot answer. Then these busy 
volunteers, busy coaches or club administrators are to negotiate the hoops of 
size, format and "treatment of written evidence...." to tailor their answers to 
your pre-determined and limited agenda. 
  
The enthusiasts, participants and administrators of local sport are usually 
single focused individuals on their particular sport and community. They have 
family and business interests which, together with their club or sport, gives 
them a busy lifestyle. 
 
DGJ Flett (individual) 
4/5 July 2012 
  


